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1. Achieved results
In this work, the student became acquainted with hardware components and software
implementations of operator control system workstations with the connection to new concepts of
building operator workplaces of distributed control systems closely cooperating with information
systems, and thus fulfilled the assignment. The topic of the work is very new and interesting and
information on new technologies supporting their implementation is in practice. Parts of the text can
be used for teaching and updating teaching materials for bachelor study.

2. Problematics of thesis
In the bachelor thesis there are basic concepts of operator workstations introduced, very simple
examples of logic control and simple application of supervisory control with HMI support, on which
standard levels of ISA95 control model are demonstrated.

3. Student’s proceed to work at thesis
The bachelor thesis uses mainly company materials of a commercial character, familiarizing with the
offer of system solutions for the control of various technologies, and other internet resources
including a link to presentations used in the subject teaching. The references are not always correct,
for example, in the reference to Basic System Overview subject has wrong name of teacher.

4. Formal essentials of thesis
The text in the work is formally divided into a section devoted to logical control and a section
describing the design of the user interface for the supervisory control systems. At the end of the
thesis, a new concept of extended functionality of operator workplaces for large distributed control
systems is explored.
In this work, the student emphasizes the ergonomic aspect of the design of operator workplaces. We
can then see on the proposed application how difficult the task can be. The student has designed
screens to visualize the process, and the continuity of operations that work with the same variables,
and designed objects that work with the same types of signals from the device. Despite this, the
names of the measuring devices in Fig. 37 and Fig. 40 are not kept the same - the first device shows
Tank 1, but the label has Tank 2, not all used variables are described in the list of used variables, for
example h3 and h4 are omitted in the list of used variables, but they are used in the script in Figure
44, or variable f used in the script shown in Figure 46. In general, the text of bachelor thesis and the
design of application requires more careful and consistent work.

5. Questions to student
Is the security function described in chapter 4.12 page 43 used on a particular object(s) in the
application?

6. General revaluation of thesis
Despite formal objections mentioned above, I propose this bachelor thesis for defense and evaluate it
as very good.
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